A category space is a measure space which is also a topological space, the measure and the topology being related by 'a set is measurable iff it has the Baire property' and 'a set is null iff it is nowhere dense' [4] . We considered some category spaces in [3]; now we show that if a null set is deleted from the space, then the topology can be taken to be completely regular. The essential part of the construction consists of obtaining a suitable refinement of the original sequential covering class and using the consequent strong upper density function to define the required topology. Then the complete regularity follows much as in [1] .
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[February {d is the diameter given by the metric p). Choose m(n) so that 00 2 r(I(i, n))< (*)».
i=m(n)+l

Let oo m(n)
i(p) = flU /(i, n) and Z = Û A(p).
3,=1
Also, let W be the class W = {J(î, n), Î = 1, 2, 3, ..., m(n); n = 1, 2, 3,...}.
The set Z is sequentially covered by W (although the sets in W need not be subsets of Z), and thus PFand r define a metric outer measure a on Z in the usual way. THEOREM 
(l>(X-Z)=Oand,forallA^Z,(f>(A)=oL(A).
Proof. Since
X-Z c Û Û /(i, n),
n-p z=m(n)+l <£(X-Z)=0. We prove the second part of the theorem in several steps. (iv) Let A ÇZ and let i? be a Borel subset of Z which is a ^-measurable cover for A. There is such a set i? because A has a ^-measurable Borel cover and because Z is Borel. Then B is a-measurable and so cc(B)=(f>(B). Thus
and therefore <^(^)=a(^4).
This concludes the proof of theorem 1. where the supremum is taken for all / e W such that x e I and d(I)<s. Since the sets in W need not be subsets of Z, D' is not, strictly speaking, a strong upper density function as defined in [2] , but the proof of [2, Theorem 6] still applies, and so
since W^C, and thus
Therefore D' does define a topology on Z as in [3] . We will call it the D' topology. It has the properties noted in the introduction-if {x \ D'(Z, x)=0} is deleted from Z, the result is a category space. Next we prove a type of Lusin-Menchoff theorem. THEOREM 
Let Abe a closed subset ofZ and B a ^-measurable subset ofZ such that A^i(B). Then, there is a closed subset F of Z such that
A ç i(F) ç F c B.
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Let x e I E W, and suppose that J has a non-empty intersection with one of the sets R l9 R 2 , Rz,....
Suppose that R n is the first such set that / intersects. Then
since */(/)> l/«. In the other case, <ft(F n 7) <ftÇ § n J) r(/) "" r(7)
Therefore, JO'(F, X)=0 as required. The complete regularity of the D' topology now follows, using a suitable modification of a lemma due to Zahorski [5] . Alternatively, a proof similar to that of Urysohn's lemma can be given: let C^Z be D'-closed and let x eZ-C. Let A={x}, B=C in theorem 2, and let 0 1/2 =i(F) 9 and F=F 1/2 . Then Thus we obtain a function/ which is 0 at x, 1 on C, and which is continuous relative to the D' topology on Z and the usual topology on the real numbers. But, in fact, we obtain more: by using the closed sets {F v }, we see that the inverse image, under/, of an open set is a !F a subset of Z, relative to (Z, p). That is, fis of Baire class one, or less. Also, we note that the only property of x we used was that it is a closed subset of Z disjoint from C Thus we have proved : It follows from the complete regularity of the Z>'-topology that this topology is the coarsest topology on Z for which the //-continuous functions are continuous. Of course, this class of functions depends on Z, and so it is of interest to know if Z can be chosen to be the original space X. Proof. For each positive integer n, choose /?>1 so that /?<£(X)<(/>(X)+l//z, and choose o*>0 by assigning e=\jn in the regularity conditions. Let {/J be a sequence of sets from C with union X, each of diameter less than a, and such that 
